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For four decades, John Randolph Haynes (1853-1937) was in the forefront of social-reform
crusades and political action in Los Angeles and California, with his most important legacies in
the fields of direct legislation and public ownership of utilities. He was the individual most
responsible for the adoption of the initiative, referendum, and recall in Los Angeles in 1902 and
in California in 1911. His vigilant protection of these measures thereafter and his promotion of
direct legislation throughout the nation earned him the title "father of direct legislation" in
California. From 1910 until his death, Haynes's chief priority was to shape the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power into a glowing example of public ownership of utilities. Today,
LADWP operates the world's largest municipal water and electrical power generation and
distribution system, continuing to serve the needs of an ever-growing region whose extent
even Haynes could not have envisaged. In many ways, Haynes is an enigma. He was not a
typical progressive, having amassed a fortune in his medical practice and in real estate,
mining, and other capitalistic ventures. However, he spent a large portion of his wealth to
promote a form of gradual, democratic socialism in the United States. Haynes advocated the
transformation of the nation's economy and government, yet he campaigned for morality laws
that limited personal freedom. Haynes's motivation was not social status or money, both of
which he had before his conversion to social reform. Nor was it political power: he never ran for
office (except as a temporary freeholder) or created a personal political machine. His primary
motive was a perhaps arrogant yet honest desire to aid in the creation of a more just society by
improving the living and working conditions of the less fortunate. In one way or another,
Haynes participated in all the major social and political events that shaped California and Los
Angeles in a most dynamic era of their development. In a broader sense, Haynes's life serves
as a yardstick with which to measure other progressives of his time and as a key for
understanding the motivation of those idealists who helped shape our present political
institutions.
Includes field staffs of Foreign Service, U. S. missions to international organizations, Agency
for International Development, ACTION, U.S. Information Agency, Peace Corps, Foreign
Agricultural Service, and Department of Army, Navy and Air Force.
The Abundance BookHay House Incorporated
Argues that there are twenty-two angels in each of us waiting to make positive changes in our
lives, and tells how to tap into this source of angelic power

The marriages in this work are founded upon the records of the ancient shire of
Isle of Wight and include marriages from the area of present-day Southampton
County, erected from Isle of Wight in 1749. They derive chiefly from inferential
sources, in particular will books, deed books, and order books, though marriage
bonds, ministers' returns, and Quaker records also figure significantly in the list of
sources. Since comparatively few marriage bonds or official marriage records of
Isle of Wight County prior to the year 1800 survive, the great importance of this
compilation is at once apparent. Some 6,300 persons are identified, everyone of
whom, including grooms, is cited in the index.
This scarce antiquarian book is a selection from Kessinger Publishings Legacy
Reprint Series. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks,
notations, marginalia and flawed pages. Because we believe this work is
culturally important, we have made it available as part of our commitment to
protecting, preserving, and promoting the worlds literature. Kessinger Publishing
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is the place to find hundreds of thousands of rare and hard-to-find books with
something of interest for everyone!
Is death a reality or an illusion? Is love truly the answer in every situation? You
will find the answers as you follow the twisted path of darkness that descends
upon Shea and Michael Ellington, and Elizabeth Grant. After the police tell
Michael that Shea was killed in an explosion, he seeks to put his life back
together and tries to forget. Elizabeth suffers from amnesia and wants only to
remember. What Elizabeth doesn't know is that an assassin, Alexander Parapas,
has been paid to eliminate her. It becomes a run-for-your-life experience. The
question in her mind is why? As she searches for answers she finally remembers
her past and discovers not only the reason she's a target, but also secrets
considered nothing less than supernatural. The strange and unexplainable
events are more fully understood later from ancient scrolls, and through
discoveries from the heavenly side of life. This book may be considered a
suspenseful and emotional crime drama with the police and FBI working
together, but it is truly a heart-song of timeless love that ultimately reveals the
light behind the shadows.
Argues that the New Age movement is part of Satan's plan to dominate the earth
and explains how the mark of Satan will enslave the world.
In the year 2021, twelve men and women in high government posts suddenly
disappear. When it is realized that the spouses are also missing, the FBI launches a
multi-pronged investigation along with a complete media blackout. Kidnapping by a
foreign terrorist group is suspected, but after discovering that there were no witnesses,
signs of struggle, or evidence of foul play, intelligence services consider the possibility
that the group left of their own accord and now represent a threat to our national
security. Keri Winslow, a Washington television reporter, and Phillip Lansing, White
House correspondent for a major network, find the location of the missing VIPs and are
soon involved in the unraveling of an ancient mystery that has been fearfully
controversial for centuries-that there are those among us who are not of this world. The
characters in Sigma Rising are strong and memorable as they move through the twists
and turns of a frenzied nation, clandestine meetings, paranormal experiences, grief and
new found love, and a greater understanding about life and death. The secrets of the
benevolent beings who have been active on Earth for two million years is finally
revealed. Although based on the spiritual truth of Ancient Wisdom with valid insights on
the meaning of illusion and reality, this is basically a work of fiction. Names, characters,
places and incidents are the product of the author's imagination.
This guidebook stresses God is the only source of happiness that will help the reader
learn the purpose of the alchemical process in changing natures of thinking and feeling,
and move up to a higher frequency in consciousness.
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I have studied Marys teaching for over 15 years and Ive been doing intuitive readings
professionally for 10. Simply Seeing is a very comprehensive teaching. With the
workshop I learned the general and positional meanings of the Tarot cards but most
importantly Marys guidance gave me the tools and the confidence to trust my own
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intuition. I am still astounded that I continue to learn from Simply Seeing, Its the
teaching that keeps on giving. Julee McKinney Mary's insights into the issues we all
face and her connection to the seeds of truth in all religions enables her to teach with
an integrity and humility that I find inspiring. Karen Lumpe

The Tao of Mermaids contains positive, inspiring and effective messages,
exercises, and instructions to help you unlock the universal code, manifest your
heart's desire, and live the life of your dreams. This book will explain to you the
magic of the Mermaids and the water element, teach you how to decode Angel,
Mermaid and Dolphin messages in dreams, crystals and numbers, and give you
access to the ancient civilizations of Lemuria and Atlantis, showing you how to
apply this knowledge to enrich your life today. In a practical, enjoyable way you
will learn how to use the wisdom of the Tao to improve your daily life and heal
yourself, discover the links between food and spirituality, and learn how to
manifest your soul mate. This book also contains the very personal story of how
Kitty Bishop attracted her own soul mate eleven years ago by following the
techniques outlined in this book. The teachings in this book are tried and
testedthey work. This book gives you the keys to unlocking the code. All you
have to do is step through the door.
Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas,
reporting on vital issues such as politics, the environment, industry, and
education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the
indispensable authority on the Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel,
restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
Demonstrates that consciousness is the key to life, and that nothing is
impossible, not even the manifestation of unlimited wealth and financial
independence--also includes The 40-Day Prosperity Plan on CD, which will
expand your consciousness and help you create a more abundant life. Original.
Includes music.
Get Over It! is a tool and a process that offers readers a path to dominion over their most
powerful asset: their mind. In today’s turbulent climate, it can be challenging to stay on top of
what is going on around us day-to-day, such as economic shifts, societal breakdowns, and
lifestyle changes. We have become disconnected from our personal power, the intuitive light
created by our autonomous thoughts. Through Get Over It!, a prayer book with a therapeutic
underpinning, Iyanla offers practical tools based on the scientific theory of neuroplasticity, so
we can transmute the dominant negative thought patterns (DNTPs) that threaten our sanity
and spirituality on a daily basis. In Get Over It!, Iyanla identifies 42 common DNTPs and
breaks them down into three key elements: 1. The train of thought that produces the pattern 2.
A prayer and affirmation to neutralize the pattern 3. Self-directed spiritual practices (including
meditations) that support the neutralization of the pattern in the mind and bod Through
becoming aware of and neutralizing our DNTPs, we will up our “wattage”: our ability to see
and live beyond the influences and turbulence of our external environment.
Om 58th Bomb Wing historie og operationer under 2. verdenskrig. 58th Bomb Wing blev
aktiveret den 1 maj 1943 og bestod af 40th, 444th, 462th og 468th Bombardment Group,
primært udrustet med B-29 Superfortress. Operationsområdet var Stillehavsområdet. 58th
Bomb Wing fløj deres sidste mission den 14 august 1945, den samme dag som Japanerne
overgav sig.
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